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In The Nature Of Things 
By John Chambers 

 

MALVERN. APRIL 1851. 

REPRESENTING THE BEDROOM OF A VICTORIAN “HEALTH” 

SPA.  

IT’S EVENING, HALF-DRAWN CURTAINS LET IN SOME LIGHT. 

THERE’S A BED – A SLAB BASICALLY, COVERED BY A 

CRUMPLED BED SHEET WHICH IF ONE LOOKS CLOSELY 

ENOUGH MIGHT REVEAL THE TINY FORM OF A DESPERATELY 

ILL 10 YEAR OLD GIRL. BUT WE CAN’T MAKE HER OUT.  

A BEARDED MIDDLE-AGED, MIDDLE CLASS ENGLISHMAN MAN, 

HER FATHER, FRETFULLY WATCHES OVER HER. HE IS 

CHARLES DARWIN. HE KNOWS HIS FAVOURITE CHILD, 

BELOVED DAUGHTER ANNIE, MIGHT NOT SEE MORNING. IT’S 

HIS TURN TO SIT WITH HER. CHARLES IS A MAN WHO 

HIMSELF SUFFERS FROM PHYSICAL COMPLAINTS – 

HEADACHES, STOMACH PAINS, FLATULENCE AND STRESS – 

WRACKED PHYSICALLYAND EMOTIONALLY. 

IN TURN HE’LL SIT AND PACE – DRIVEN BY HELPLESSNESS, 

FRUSTRATION. AND THROUGH THE LONG HOURS – ALMOST 

SELFISHLY IT MIGHT SEEM AT TIMES, OTHER STUFF IN HIS 

LIFE WILL INEVITABLY IMPINGE ON HIS THOUGHTS, BUT WE 

START WITH BLACKNESS.  

 

CHARLES: (UNSEEN) Oh my God. Where are you? Why have you forsaken... 

(BEAT) I think I know... I know but dare not say... Damnation...  

 

FADE LIGHTS UP. CHARLES COLLECTS HIMSELF & TALKS 

GENTLY TO HIS SICK UNSEEN DAUGHTER ON THE BED. 

 

CHARLES: You will be alright, my little dearest@ You will be well – and happy – 

and lively, like you always were – are... And when you are, Papa 

won’t spend quite so much time locked in his study, peering at those 

silly little bugs, beetles, bi-valves and barnacles. You and I will spend 
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hour upon many a happy hour in the garden. They say it is the 

Garden of England – Kent@ We will stroll along the Sand path I had 

laid, all round the grounds of Down House. Enjoying natures beauty 

and pondering nature’s questions. You’ve always been an excellent 

questioner. You’ve stumped me a time or two. I’m stumped now to 

be honest... 

   

(BEAT) I know, you will be my research assistant. (FEELING 

BETTER) In fact we, you and I together, will complete an important 

research project. That will be published in a fine book – no, two 

volumes. In leather covers – emblazoned with gilt lettering – By Mr 

Charles Darwin Esquire and Miss Anne Darwin. How would you like 

that? No, it won’t do – “Miss Anne Darwin” first. My little lady always 

comes first.  

 

(BEAT)  People are always disproportionately more impressed by 

two volumes rather than one when it comes to scientific books. Mr 

Dickens does lots of little volumes of course then sticks them 

altogether to make one fat volume. He loves Kent as much as I... 

But no – ours will be a substantial scientific two-volume affair. After 

all his is only fiction – that’s just a made up story, Annie – of course, 

you know that. You know that, my little angel. You’re only 10 (TBC) 

but you’re cleverer than most of your brothers in my estimation.  

 

(BEAT) Yet how can that be – a female being cleverer than males 

when we look at those in positions of influence. Apart from our 

young queen. But she’s there by accident of history – or is it divine 

right? Anyway ‘tis said her husband is the intellect behind the 

arrangement. And he’s German to boot@ AND he’s organising the 

Great Exhibition in London itself. When you’re better in the summer 

we’ll all go – even me – take our chances with the smell and the 

footpads in the big city. (DISMISSES IT) Ah well, never mind. (BEAT) 

Don’t tell them when we get back home what I said about you being 

on the brighter side. When we get home@ 

 

(COLLECTS HIMSELF)  
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Our magnus opus will, be an important scientific tome – tomes. I’ll 

get Lyall, Huxley or Hooker or some other intellectual cove to write 

the forward, the preface. Of a book by “Charles Darwin, esq. – AND 

Miss Annie Darwin. Miss Anne Elizabeth Darwin” – my little Annie all 

the same. What would you say to that? 

 

NO RESPONSE FROM THE SLEEPING CHILD. HE’S 

DESPERATE TO BE POSITIVE.  

 

CHARLES: And do you know what our book will be about – don’t laugh – I wish 

you would, I wish you could@ Earth worms. I said don’t laugh. 

Mother will – then she’ll ask what I’m getting at and look bothered. I 

know you won’t laugh – kind, sweet girl. Even if you think your old 

beardy daddy is an old weirdy stick. But I dare say some will. They 

can’t fathom why I’ve spent I don’t know how many years studying 

barnacles. Did you know there are over – (TBC) species of 

barnacles – more, I dare say. We never think of that when we 

crunch them on rocks at Whitstable or some such place or a ship 

scrapes against the encrusted posts in any tiny harbour – far away 

from home – the Falklands or Tierra del Fuego. I’ve travelled so far 

and you never had the chance... Mind if... no, WHEN you do – I 

wouldn’t recommend the good ship Beagle. 

 

(BEAT)  

 

Did I ever tell you about its Captain – Fitzroy? Dear oh dear oh dear 

– if you think I get crotchety when you all poke and pester round my 

study – you should have seen Fitzroy. Whether it was truly a “good” 

ship is a matter for some some considerable debate – which no-one 

dared to do – debate it. Four men got more than a hundred lashes 

between them – just for being drunk and insolent. I never get drunk 

but I’m mightily afeared of being considered to be insolent.  

 (QUICK) Don’t worry yourself about those poor men being flogged. I 

suspect it’s the order of things. Like the little slave boy in Brazil who 

was whipped for bringing me a dirty glass – not by me. I tried to 

speak up for the lad... The world’s a cruel place@ It’s the nature of 

things, I dare say.  
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(BEAT) I’d never whip you, my angel. Or your brothers and sister 

(TBC). I stopped the slave master... I dare say when I moved on the 

child got double the dose... 

 I’m not cheering you up, am I. 

 

 (BEAT) Though they wouldn’t whip your silly old Daddy, they’d 

crucify me if they knew what I think I’ve discovered. No, not 

discovered. Conjectured. Thought about while you slept softly. I 

can’t even tell your Mama. The sweetest person on this earth. She’s 

looking after the others so can’t be with us while you take this water-

cure here in Malvern. Like I did – do – but my stomach still twists 

and turns , so tight it hurts, especially when something under my 

microscope shows me life wasn’t just planted here – unchanged, 

unchanging, by an act of God who it seems, if we listen to the 

preachers, can be very cruel.  

 

(BEAT) I’m sorry my earthbound angel, I’m sorry@ 

  

No, your mother can’t be here. She’s readying herself for your new 

brother or sister to arrive. We don’t want them poorly. But as soon 

as you are better, home to Down we’ll go. And we’ll all be happy. In 

our big cosy house in our little peaceful Kent village, and all will be 

well. You will be well. The Malvern water will cure us both. I’m not 

bothered on my account but your mama does worry so. She tells me 

she enjoys nursing me but... she’s truly a saint.  

 

(BEAT) I wish I could be one. Mama tells me I am. But she’s only 

being kind. And I know full well I’m not. Yet I’m not doing anything 

deliberately bad. I help fund the school for the village children, I run 

the Friendly Society to help the working people when times are hard 

– oh I do hope they don’t follow the lead of their hard-done by 

brothers in the smoky cities of home and abroad and revolutionize, I 

encourage – financially sometimes, young scientists. I pay towards 

the upkeep of the church and its various parsons@ I like the old 

building, and many, some of the preachers are passable botanisers, 

good hearted. It’s the ideas that echo from the old buildings – which 

are beginning to sound like a cracked old church bell to me.  
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(BEAT) Don’t tell mama... Though she knows full well. I think I break 

her heart like that old cracked bell.  

 

 So I’m not a saint – your mama knows full well. That’s why she 

worries for me. She has from before we got married. (PULLS A 

WELL-READ LETTER FROM OUT OF HIS POCKET) She sent me 

this all those years ago. (THINKS AGAIN & IS ABOUT TO PUT IT 

BACK IN HIS POCKET) You don’t have to worry about that 

malarkey. You will have all the love and care a child could want. And 

more. Don’t worry about me@ (LOOKS, A MOMENT OF CONCERN. 

HE TOUCHES HER UNSEEN BROW AND IS RELIEVED) 

Sleeping@ only sleeping.  

 (GOES BACK TO LETTER. HE SCANS IT KNOWING IT OFF BY 

HEART, QUOTING RANDOM PASSAGES.) 

 

 “When I am with you... all melancholy thoughts keep out of my head 

but since you are gone sad ones have forced themselves in, of fear 

that our opinions on the most important subject should differ widely. 

My reason tells me that honest and conscientious doubts cannot be 

a sin... It is perhaps foolish of me to say this much but my own dear 

Charley we now do belong to each other and I cannot help being 

open with you. Will you do me a favour? Yes, I am sure you will, it is 

to read our Saviours farewell discourse to his disciples... If a man 

abide not in me, he is cast forth as a branch and is withered; and 

men gather them, and cast them into the fire, and they are burned...” 

 

 BEAT. 

   

 Not a lot of love there... lots from Mama – not from God. (HAS A 

TWINGE IN HIS STOMACH) Oh Lordy. All knotted inside. She 

wrote the letter because she didn’t want me to suffer eternal 

damnation. I don’t know about that but I suffer from an interminable 

amount of internal damnation. Pain and purgatory in the form of 

violent flatulence – What’s that, precious – you’re glad I remain 

closeted in my study? (CHUCKLES THEN LOOKS AT HER) Not as 

much pain and purgatory as you, my sleeping beauty.  
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 HE WALKS ABOUT, STRETCHING TO EASE HIS OWN 

PHYSICAL DISCOMFORT. 

 

 Not as much as on the good ship Beagle – I was sea-sick in a 

wretched hammock even as we left Plymouth for the Southern 

Atlantic – weeks before on dry land come to that... And that was 5 

years before I married. (HAS ANOTHER TWINGE) Oh Lordy@ 

 Too confusing. Too awful. (COLLECTS HIMSELF) No, my dear, you 

and I shall enjoy our sunny Kent garden. Enjoy the tangled bank 

beside the path. We’ll go on a Safari and search out the gentle 

earthworms. When you get close up though nature isn’t gentle. It’s 

not wicked, bad it just@ is. (TO THE SLEEPING ANNIE) When I put 

the smallest little organisim – plant or animal – no bigger than a pin 

head under the microscope in my study it becomes a universe@ 

(PULLS BACK) I fear it might be best if I leave the microscope alone. 

Best not upset mama. Not that she’d want me to leave it alone. 

Goodness gracious most country parsons of my acquaintance 

spend a deal of time squinting through a lens, dissecting this, that or 

the other, or lie prostrate looking at the stamens of this, the 

antennae of that, or the droppings of the other. And do you know 

what they see? Something miraculous. Truly miraculous. Beautiful. 

Wonderful. The work of God though?  

 

(BEAT)  Or is it Nature? Which would make it even more miraculous 

– not just the wave of a heavenly wand. 

 

 CONTEMPLATES THE CHILD.  

 

 Miraculous. Beautiful. Wonderful@ From a boy I worshipped nature. 

I collected this and observed that in the fields and woods. Shot a fair 

amount of it too... How many creatures must I have killed on those 

shooting expeditions? How many... Not that we were High Church – 

my granddad Erasmus was no church. But a loved local doctor 

which I failed at – and a naturalist which I’m aspiring to. But for the 

most part – especially your mother’s side of the family, the 

Wedgwoods – your great grandfather on that side started the pot 

making business. Unitarians – no time for full blown Anglican or 
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Catholic pomp. But Unitarian believers to a man – and woman. Like 

your mother.  

 

 Oh dear – tut, tut, tut@ 

 

 I’d get more blessed comfort and make your mother more contented 

if after a stint in the garden you gave me a push on your grand 

rocking horse. That’s it – a nice lunch after our worm a-gathering 

and I’ll take to timber equarianism and hang all optical instruments. I 

can ride, you know – not just the wooden variety. I’m not a bad 

horse-rider – though my old stallion wouldn’t agree. Remember the 

old boy threw and rolled on me? You laugh now. Well, you don’t. 

You didn’t then. You sobbed, poor darling. You thought I was about 

to shed my mortal coil@ Plenty for the worms to eat if I had. (QUICK) 

Don’t tell mama I said that. She does worry so... No – we will enjoy 

our lovely garden. We will take a turn round the sand path and I 

promise not to have my head in the clouds. Not that I always did. 

Sometimes I could stop and watch the tiniest insect having his tea in 

some nondescript little flower. And that tiny insect – something we 

all might swat – made sure the plant continued by taking its pollen to 

the next one – sex. Sorry@ Oh dear@ Of course I will need you to 

go to my study@ I will look down my microscope. And you can help 

me sort all those salty, smelly samples of cirripedes – barnacles to 

you and me – that arrive daily from collectors all around the world – 

nearly a thousand species and I would wager there are as many 

again. 

   

BEAT. 

 

 Why can’t I happily go to the microscope – like all those country 

parsons... Did you know I was destined to take holy orders at 

Cambridge? I failed. Just as I failed to follow my father and 

grandfather as a doctor – failed there too – the suffering I saw made 

me nauseous...   

 Not up to much, am I? Not up to much. 

  

 BEAT. 
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Tell me this, my little savant – why do I see things through the 

lenses of my microscope, why even when I don’t have the benefit of 

optical enhancements even – be it on the other side of the world or 

in our garden – why do I see things which make those preachers, 

professors, your mama and other relatives@ People I don’t much 

care for, some I care for very much – some I love – why do they 

loathe me@ think I’m evil@ an ally of the devil – or at best think I am 

heading in that direction? I’ve not even written the book. But every 

hint at it – and I’m not even the first to wonder – Lamark believed 

species can change – but by doing almost by force of will – so a 

giraffe stretches its neck to reach the top branches – then passes it 

on to her offspring; poor old Robert Chambers published his 

Vestiges – an albeit woolly account of transmutation – HOW do 

things change – WHY do things change. I think I’ve worked out 

some of the “why”. (TO UNSEEN ANNIE) Am I tiring you, Annie? No 

– you’re asleep anyway. I must confess this tires me greatly at times. 

This – these – conundrums. 

 

 I’ve written 240 foolscap sheets of manuscript on the matter. But I’ve 

added an instruction  it can only be published after I die. Is that 

cowardice? Yes, I dare say it is. Yet I sailed round the world for 5 

years – intended to be the scientific expert AND friend of – FRIEND 

– COMPANION  - the sometimes cruel, always dogmatic, belligerent 

believer in an old testament notion of an Earth, fashioned in 7, no 6 

days, the seventh saved for the rich to buy forgiveness, the poor to 

pray for salvation from their misery. And to think after failing to 

qualify as a doctor my father packed me off to Cambridge - to  take 

Holy Orders! I was a believer then and accepted the 39 Articles of 

the Church of  England – a condition of entering that esteemed 

establishment. But my religious studies soon took second place to 

the hunting, fishing and nature rambles. An intoxicating concoction – 

a strange one – now I see a contradictory one but I was young – 

now I’m older the contradictions aren’t a deal easier to reconcile – all 

they seem to do nowadays is tie my vitals in knots... The water 

treatment here at Malvern has little effect – but I’m sure it will make 

you better. Certain. Definitely. And I know your mother is praying for 

you. And your brother and sister. (HALF CONVINCING HIMSELF 
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THINGS WILL BE ALRIGHT) I’ll tell you what we shall do – when 

you’re fit to skip around the garden again, and rush in pink-faced to 

my study, to demand , “What’s that you’re a-probing and a-poking 

and a-peering at Papa?” 

 

 I shall take you to North Wales. Yes. It might not be a five year 

voyage on the Beagle – circumnavigating the globe – the New World 

with its armadillos – strange old coves to be sure – the wind-swept 

pampas  of South America – the beautiful corals of a multitude of 

types in the clean oceans – islands formed from volcanoes under 

the sea – imagine that. Imagine... 

 But a fortnight in North Wales will do the trick for both of us. Sea, 

mountains, pebbles, barnacles, green – and NO CAPTAIN 

FITZROY to contend with. I first went with Adam Sedgewick from 

Cambridge – a fine tutor and naturalist – but yet another who might 

find my conclusions an assault, an insult to his beliefs. He taught me 

to geologise in North Wales. And it got me wondering – how could 

fossils of sea creatures be found up mountains. Especially as 

Bishop Usher asserted – according to biblical calculations the earth 

was a mere 6000 years old. Some fools said God had put them 

there to perplex man, be mischievous, others that it was a result of 

Noah’s flood. Lyell and others soon proved the earth was much, 

much older. Its crust moved, changed by mighty forces of wind, sea, 

volcanic actions over hundreds of thousands, millions of years. I was 

told – and believed – the First Cause – that God created all 

creatures in a few days – and they are fixed for all time. But even a 

novice geologist like myself could see that some creatures once 

alive are now extinct. Not just those great old dinosaurs I used to tell 

you about. Tiny things. And new creatures not found in the fossils 

have appeared. How could all this be? The account in the scriptures 

was too simple – too wrong. It didn’t concur with the facts. It was 

only after I got back from my adventures on the Beagle that I started 

to wonder. Why did the finches on those distant different volcanic 

islands all differ. Beaks that could seek out a miniscule seed on one 

island – to others with beaks that could crack nuts. Giant tortoises – 

big enough for you to have a ride on their backs – yes, I’ve told you 

about that and made you giggle – and no we can’t have one at 
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Down House. Not least because we ate a good few on the way 

home. Nature’s cruel. But on each island they differed. Some had a 

shell that allowed them to reach up to leaves on a shrub where there 

was none on the ground. God’s grand design – many tell me it is... 

or is it nature’s design. No, because “design” implies some 

intelligence is driving it... But “nature” does function – beautifully – 

and my modest science makes it more beautiful not less, simply 

because it has happened, is still occurring, at the wave of a wand or 

the whim of one of earth’s many gods – but out of necessity, need – 

and in many cases by accident. The many, many extinctions prove 

that to be the case.  

 

 Do you know how I came to see... to understand... at least to begin 

to see... to think I was gaining some understanding ? It was a book I 

read by a priest, no C of E – a vicar – anyway, a man of the cloth – a 

Reverend. The Reverend Thomas Malphus. So – there’s a 

confession for you – only the Church of England don’t go in for 

confession. 

  

 But it’s true. “An Essay on the Principle of Population – or a View of 

its Past and Present Effects on Human Happiness with an Inquiry 

into our Prospects respecting the Future Removals or Mitigation of 

the Evils which it Occasions”. A catchy title I’m sure you’ll agree. In 

fact its conclusions can be summarised in fewer words. Basically 

population will increase geometrically but the supply of food will not. 

Therefore the good Reverend states that “natural” events – drought, 

famine, sickness and wars for scarce resources are inevitable – nay, 

essential. And acts of charity are futile, counter-productive. The 

weak shall, nay – must perish... 

 

 HE LOOKS TO ANNIE. 

 

 You’re sleeping deeper now... All my gloomy talk... (LOOKS 

CLOSER) Sleeping deeper... (DAWNING) Oh good God... oh no... 

You’ve gone... No... please, no.  

 

 HE STANDS, HUGS HIMSELF.  
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 A MOURNFUL CHURCH BELL RINGS. 

 AFTER AWHILE HE REMOVES THE SHEET. HE HOLDS & 

SMELLS IT, THEN DISCARDS IT. BENEATH THE SHEET THERE 

IS A TOP HAT & DARK JACKET (WHICH GAVE THE 

IMPRESSION OF ANNIE’S BODY UNDER THE SHEET). HE PUTS 

THEM ON. THE BELL STILL TOLLS. HE STANDS 

CONTEMPLATING WHAT IS NO LONGER A BED, BUT ANNIE’S 

GRAVE. THE BELL FADES.  

 

 LX CHANGES. A SUMMER’S DAY. 20 YEARS LATER – CHARLES 

FINDS A BOOK & SOME SIMPLE FLOWERS CONCEALED 

BEHIND  THE GRAVE. HE’S NOW VISITING THE CEMETARY. HE 

LAYS THE FLOWERS ON THE GRAVE.  

 

CHARLES: You would have been a young woman now, my precious... 20 years 

on... Your mama will be along presently. She’s in the church just 

there. I cannot... Besides... I enjoy my talks with you... 

20 years and my heart is no less heavy. You my precious are 

sleeping with the worms. Not sleeping. Dead. And there you lie. 

You’re mother believes you’re with the angels. And that we’ll all 

meet again in a better place. It’s a great comfort to her@ It must be 

wonderful to be able to believe that. She wills me to. Everything 

would be so much easier if I could. But life isn’t easy. My years of 

study have shown me that. From the lowest to the highest forms – 

and there was none higher than you, my sweetheart. Life is hard...  

Did I ever mention the Reverend Malphus to you all those years ago 

– I don’t recall. Oh yes, I think I did. How the weak perish... and the 

strong survive. He was applying it to people in the modern day. But 

in nature... from what I can discern from all my studies...  

(LOUD) “It’s so simple I don’t know why I – and anyone else, 

couldn’t see it!” That was Tom Huxley – a great scientist and more 

importantly an even greater friend. “Darwin’s Bulldog” they call him. 

That old book I was a-feared of publishing – well, it was published. 

Thanks in part to Huxley and others. Thanks in part to you, I think... 

But thanks in part to another young man. A brave, unselfish, diligent 

young chap I received a correspondence from. Alfred Russell 

Wallace... A young in pecuniary botanist. It shook your old dad out 
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of his lethargy – and made my numerous agues all the worse for 

that. He’s a fine young biologist... He’s been travelling and surveying 

and collecting and summarising in the Amazon, New Guinea, 

Malaya and Borneo and many more far away places. The result of 

which he ended up where I have after 20 years, after a lifetime, of 

dillying and dallying – he found the same evidence I had for the 

origin of all species! 

 

The thing is. I’m@ me@ your daddy@ The grave old beardy person 

who generally has an answer for you – “Why does that fuzzy old 

bumble bee go into the flower?” “Why does the sun come up in the 

morning?” How to spell some very hard words. Who are the twelve 

apostles? Why do we need to breathe air? Why do we put smelly 

horse muck amongst the roses@ Yes, me, that old cove who has 

the nearest to a truthful answer you’re likely to get. This serious soul, 

who too told you fantastical tales, tried to make sure that you 

understood, that a tale is a tale and a fact is a fact.  

 

(BEAT) As soon as we can prove it. Your father, doesn’t always 

have the answer. In part because people don’t ask the right question. 

Some don’t even ask any questions.  

 

(BEAT) Your lovely mother@ your loving mother@ and many of our 

friends. Clever, intelligent, kind people. They don’t ask the right 

questions. They don’t ask any questions – apart from the price of 

mutton or why people – ur, um – ask questions. Life is easier if we 

don’t. Maybe that’s how it should be. No questions and mutton and 

good bread for all. (BEAT) T’aint like that@ 

 

 The letter young Russell Wallace sent postulated, that species best 

suited to their environment would thrive. And those less suited would 

perish. Like you, I dare say, in Malphus’s eyes. But we can choose 

and science hopefully will bring cures. Too late for you but praying 

certainly didn’t make any difference. But let’s put that aside. But over 

many generations – many, many . Some would prosper – and others 

would well – not – become extinct. That’s the mechanism. A cruel 

world – but truly miraculous in its own way. When I got the letter from 
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Alfred Russell Wallace, I was a-dithering more than ever. My 

scientific friends of the non-devout variety said publish. But then I a-

dithered more, thinking that devoted discoverer Wallace might think 

I’d plagiarised him. So – at Huxley’s behest a joint paper was read at 

the Royal Society itself. Wallace was more than thrilled, kind chap. I 

didn’t attend. Good Lord no. And you know what – hardly anything 

was made of it. Just another dreary speech to dozing scientific 

worthies. So I thought – be hanged – I’ll publish my long-delayed 

tome. “The Origin of Species” – I was inclined to call it “Natural 

Selection” but a title’s just a title.  

 

 (RE BOOK HE’S CARRYING) No, not this one. This is my latest 

effort. Spurred on by the success I dare say of “Origin”. “The Descent 

of Man”.  

 

 (HE LAYS IT ON THE GRAVE)  The first book sold out within the 

day. “Hooray,” says I. Then the dark clouds came rumbling over me 

– and vitriol from those good Christians who said it denied the truth 

of the bible. My sin was only reporting what I saw in front of my eyes 

through a lens. At least I wasn’t threatened with torture like that 

grand old man Galileo for simply reporting what he saw through his 

lens.  

 

The first big thing the objectors saw was that I had I think shown was 

there wasn’t a single act of creation, with all creatures created, fixed 

and forever in a short period of time. By doing that it was almost 

blasphemy. Some came up with the idea of Intelligent Design, that 

God planned the transmutation. But if an Almighty had a grand plan, 

“intelligent design” – why did he design so many – thousands, billions 

of species that failed – from dodos to dinosaurs, to giant armadillos 

to... on and on. It’s my estimation that far more creatures have 

disappeared  over millions of years than are here now. But... but... 

there was just one sentence – I was quite – nay, VERY careful – 

cautious over – in the Origin of Species... Half a sentence – as a 

seeker of the truth, I would have been dishonest not to state where 

my studies of various species inevitably led me – that as humans are 
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a species... So I wrote “...light would be thrown on the origin of man 

and his history”.  

 

Oh Lordy, what a kerfuffle. Archbishop Wilberforce – Soapy Sam, 

claimed I was the offspring of an ape. My old bulldog – Huxley – said 

he’s sooner an ape than Wilberforce – at Oxford too some free-

marketeers say Capitalism was therefore a natural progression – 

survival of the fittest – let the poor and the sick be damned. Your 

brother ______ believes we should breed out the weak. Herrs Marx 

and Engels believe it proves their view of scientific socialism. Dear 

Alfred Russell Wallace – a socialist too – believes we can rationally 

plan – using science, to ensure human population. It’s a fact that 

people have lots of children as an insurance. How many have I lost? 

But with improved medicine and choosing ways to limit our 

population... 

 

(BEAT) 

  

Science for me, dear Annie, is only about finding the truth. And many 

more, better scientists will follow – slowly finding out the means by 

which those traits best suited will predominate... I hope they don’t 

find finding the truth as painful as I.  

Truth is one thing. 

  

Love is another. I believe they go together. And there has not been a 

day, my sweet little girl, when I’ve not been tortured by worldly 

worries and tortured worse by you not being here.  

More than anything I wish your pink little face appeared at my study 

door. “What are you doing, papa? What is that? Isn’t it marvellous – 

nature...” 

 

END 
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